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On the Second Order Derivatives of Convex Functions
on the Heisenberg Group

CRISTIAN E. GUTIÉRREZ – ANNAMARIA MONTANARI

Abstract. In the Euclidean setting the celebrated Aleksandrov-Busemann-Feller
theorem states that convex functions are a.e. twice differentiable. In this paper we
prove that a similar result holds in the Heisenberg group, by showing that every
continuous H–convex function belongs to the class of functions whose second
order horizontal distributional derivatives are Radon measures. Together with a
recent result by Ambrosio and Magnani, this proves the existence a.e. of second
order horizontal derivatives for the class of continuous H–convex functions in the
Heisenberg group.
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1. – Introduction

A classical result of Aleksandrov asserts that convex functions in R
n are

twice differentiable a.e., and a first step to prove it is to show that these
functions have second order distributional derivatives which are measures, see
[4, pp. 239-245].

On the Heisenberg group, and more generally in Carnot groups, several
notions of convexity have been introduced and compared in [3] and [7], and
Ambrosio and Magnani [1, p. 3] ask the natural question if a similar result holds
in this setting. Recently, these authors proved in [1, Theorem 3.9] that BV 2

H

functions on Carnot groups, that is, functions whose second order horizontal dis-
tributional derivatives are measures of H -bounded variation, have second order
horizontal derivatives a.e., see Subsection 2.1 below for precise statements and
definitions. On the other hand and also recently, Lu, Manfredi and Stroffolini
proved that if u is an H-convex function in an open set of the Heisenberg group
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